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Because of different properties exhibited by individual phases of metal oxides, it is

necessary to define pathways for preparation of desired phases. We study their

growth using atom-by-atom molecular dynamics (MD) simulations. We focus on the

effect of intrinsic process parameters such as particle energy, ion fraction in the

particle flux, temperature and growth template. We identify which interaction

potentials allow such simulations and which do not.

First, we study the growth of TiO

2

 and Al

2

O

3

. In the case of TiO

2

, experiments indicate

that the deposition of rutile requires higher temperatures and/or energies compared to

anatase. However, MD simulations allow us to disentangle crystal nucleation and

crystal growth, and show that the growth of (previously nucleated) rutile can take

place in a wider range of process parameters compared to anatase. In the case of Al

2

O

3

, MD simulations allow us to identify that an energy of 50-70eV (at 300K) or

30-40eV (at 800K) is ideal for the growth of (previously nucleated) α-Al

2

O

3

. In both

cases, the crystal growth is supported (the amorphization is slowed down) if the

crystal (column) is sufficiently wide compared to the thermal spike size.

Second, we show that if there is an energy window for a formation of some phase, all

film-forming atoms have to be considered separately and have the correct energy

(correct averaged energy per atom is insufficient). This phenomenon is demonstrated

when the optimum-energy atoms are accompanied by (i) slow (≤1 eV) neutrals as well

as (ii) few percent of high-energy (up to 400 eV) atoms (e.g. O

-

). Moreover, we study

the role of high-energy particles which do not form films but reflect from their surface.

Although these particles (e.g. Ar and O

2

) can in principle also cause film

amorphization, it would require extremely high number of particle impacts. That is, this

effect is less likely than the amorphization caused by film-forming particles (e.g. metal

and O).
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